
“MUSCATO”
2021 DRY WHITEWINE

NADASCHD CLASSICUS

Let us introduce one of  our wines that is 
especially appreciated by the younger generation. 
The luscious aroma of  the Muscat Ottonel and 

vivid lemony color convey a truly fresh experience. vivid lemony color convey a truly fresh experience. 



“SAUVIGNON 
BLANC”

2021 DRY WHITEWINE
NADASCHD CLASSICUS

Fresh, elegant and crispy. Our 2020 Sauvignon Blanc 
harmoniously blends the exciting flavors of  lemongrass, 

passion fruit, lychee and grapefruit. Intense passion fruit, lychee and grapefruit. Intense 
perfume with a light fresh lemon color.

WEKLER



“ROSSZCSONT”
2021 DRY ROSÉWINE

NADASCHD CLASSICUS

Sublimely, fresh and fruity. Our family winery’s 
2020 Rosé is blush pink with some salmon glints. 

Well harmonised with freshness combining red berries. 

WEKLER



“RÉKAVÁR”
2016 DRY REDWINE

NADASCHD CLASSICUS

Castle of  Réka (Rékavár) is the historic birthplace of  Saint Margaret of  Scotland. 

Its ruins are nested deep in the forests of  the rolling hills surrounding our 

hometown, Mecseknádasd. As mysterious and rich as the history 

of  the castle that it borrows its name from, the boldness of  of  the castle that it borrows its name from, the boldness of  

Cabernet Franc is smoothed and supported by the subtle Merlot.

WEKLER



“CABARET”
2017 DRY REDWINE
NADASCHD CLASSICUS

Bold, focused and rich. This fusion of  Cabernet Franc, Merlot 
and Blaufränkisch  epitomizes the classic black fruit characters with 

a hint of  clove. Intense ruby red in color with purple highlights. 
After 6 months in Hungarian oak barrique barrels After 6 months in Hungarian oak barrique barrels 
we present our family winery’s piece of  sensation.

WEKLER







“MAXIMUS”
2017 DRY REDWINE
EXCELSIOR SELECTION

Elegant, sophisticated and  smooth. 
All our secrets and experiences of  our 300 year old tradition 

of  winemaking is now bottled and presented to you. 
Cabernet Franc, Merlot and Blaufränkisch meld together, Cabernet Franc, Merlot and Blaufränkisch meld together, 

resulting in a complex flavor profile of  blackberry, sour cherry 
and black currant. Matured for 12 months in french 
oaks barrique barrels for a hint of  dark chocolate.

WEKLER


